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Abstract

derlying population [Dwork et al., 2012; Zafar et al., 2017;
Hardt et al., 2016; Kleinberg et al., 2017]. While such
approaches capture important types of disparity, they fail
to account for the long-term effects of present decisions
on individuals and communities. Recent work has advocated for shifting the focus to societal-level implications of
ML in the long run [Liu et al., 2018; Hu et al., 2019;
Heidari et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2018; Milli et al., 2019].
In many real-world domains, decisions made today correspond to the allocation of opportunities and resources that
impact the recipients’ future characteristics and capabilities.
In such settings, we argue that a socially and ethically acceptable allocation of opportunities must account for the recipients’ long-term potential for turning resources into social
utility. As an example, consider the following stylized scenario: Suppose a decision-maker must allocate funds to several communities, all residing in one city, at the beginning of
every fiscal period. The communities have distinct racial and
wealth compositions, and for historical reasons, they initially
have different capabilities to turn their allocated funds into
economic prosperity and welfare for members of the community and the city. The decision-maker does not know ahead
of time how the economic capabilities of each community
will evolve in response to the funds allocated to it. Moreover,
he/she can only observe the return on each possible allocation
strategy after employing it. While the decision-maker does
not know the precise return-on-investment or reward curves
associated with each community in advance, domain knowledge may provide him/her with information about the general
shape of such curves. For instance, he/she may be able to reliably assume that reward curves are often initially increasing
with diminishing marginal returns; and if investment continues beyond a point of saturation, they exhibit decreasing returns to additional investments.
How should a just-minded decision-maker allocate funds
in this hypothetical example? Should he/she always aim for
equal allocation of funds in every fiscal period to ensure a
form of distributive equality today, or are there cases1 in
which he/she should additionally take each community’s potential for growth into account and allocate funds proportionately? Note that in this example, a myopic decision

Machine Learning (ML) increasingly informs the
allocation of opportunities to individuals and communities in areas such as lending, education,
employment, and beyond. Such decisions often impact their subjects’ future characteristics
and capabilities in an a priori unknown fashion.
The decision-maker, therefore, faces explorationexploitation dilemmas akin to those in multi-armed
bandits. Following prior work, we model communities as arms. To capture the long-term effects of
ML-based allocation decisions, we study a setting
in which the reward from each arm evolves every
time the decision-maker pulls that arm. We focus on reward functions that are initially increasing in the number of pulls but may become (and
remain) decreasing after a certain point. We argue
that an acceptable sequential allocation of opportunities must take an arm’s potential for growth into
account. We capture these considerations through
the notion of policy regret, a much stronger notion
than the often-studied external regret, and present
an algorithm with provably sub-linear policy regret
for sufficiently long time horizons. We empirically
compare our algorithm with several baselines and
find that it consistently outperforms them, in particular for long time horizons.

1

Introduction

Machine learning (ML) systems increasingly inform or make
high-stakes decisions about people, in areas such as credit
lending [Dobbie et al., 2018], education [Marcinkowski et
al., 2020], criminal justice [Berk and Hyatt, 2015], employment [Sánchez-Monedero et al., 2020], and beyond.
These ML-based decisions can negatively impact alreadydisadvantaged individuals and communities [Sweeney, 2013;
Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018; Angwin et al., 2016]. This
realization has spawned an active area of research into quantifying and mitigating the disparate effects of ML [Dwork et
al., 2012; Kleinberg et al., 2017; Hardt et al., 2016]. Much
of this work has focused on the immediate predictive disparities that arise when supervised learning techniques are applied to batches of training data sampled from a fixed un-

1
For example, such considerations may come to the fore once all
communities have received a reasonable minimum budget.
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maker might neglect disadvantaged communities with high
long-term potential to turn funds into welfare, and as a result, amplify disparities between advantaged and disadvantaged communities over time. If the decision-maker aims to
maximize the city’s long-term economic welfare and prosperity, he/she should prioritize communities that produce
higher returns on investment over time. Aside from the utilitarian argument for this objective, it can also be justified
through the classic fitness argument to justice and fairness,
which states that resources and opportunities must be allocated to those who make the best use of them [Sandel, 2010;
Moulin, 2004].2 This objective motivates the algorithmic
question we focus on in this work: how should the decisionmaker choose a sequence of allocations to ensure that communities receive funds in proportion to their relative potential
for producing high reward for society in the long-run?
Motivated by the above example and numerous other realworld domains in which similar concerns arise,3 we study a
multi-armed-bandit (MAB) setting in which communities correspond to arms and the reward from each arm evolves every time the decision-maker pulls that arm. We consider a
decision-maker who aims to maximize the overall reward obtained within a set time-horizon, but because he/she does not
know how the reward curves evolve, he/she is bound to incur
some regret. We formulate the decision-maker’s goal in this
sequential setting as achieving low policy regret [Arora et al.,
2012]. As Figure 1 shows, conventional no external regret
algorithms ignore the impact of their decisions today on the
evolution of rewards, so they are prone to spending many of
their initial pulls on arms that exhibit high immediate rewards
but lack adequate potential for growth.
Technical findings. We study single-peaked bandits, a new
MAB setting with reward functions that are initially increasing and concave in the number of pulls but can become decreasing at some point (Section 2). We introduce SinglePeaked Optimism (SPO), a novel algorithm that considers potential long-term effects of pulling different arms (Section 3).
We prove that SPO achieves sub-linear policy regret if rewards
can be observed free of noise (Section 3.1). Further, we
present an LP-based heuristic that effectively handles noisy
reward observations (Section 4). We empirically compare
SPO with several standard no-external-regret algorithms and
additional baselines, and find that SPO consistently performs
better, in particular, for long time horizons (Section 5).
Broader implications. Our work takes conceptual and
technical steps toward modeling and analyzing the long-term
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Figure 1: The left plot shows a single-peaked bandit with two reward functions, modeling the evolution of rewards in the number
of times each arm is pulled. For long time horizons, the optimal
strategy is to play Arm 2 because it has a higher asymptotic reward. However, bandit algorithms that maximize external regret
fail to recognize this because the initial reward of Arm 2 is smaller
than the initial and asymptotic reward of Arm 1. The right plot
shows the regret of a greedy-selection strategy (
), EXP3 [Auer
et al., 2002] (
), which minimizes external regret, as well as DUCB [Garivier and Moulines, 2011] (
), SW-UCB [Garivier and
Moulines, 2011] (
), and R-EXP3 [Auer et al., 2002] (
),
three bandit algorithms designed for nonstationary bandits. All of
these algorithms fail on the single-peaked bandit. We propose SPO
(
) which achieves sub-linear policy regret in single-peaked bandits settings. For more details on our experiments, see Section 5.

implications of ML-informed allocations made over time.
From a conceptual point of view, our work showcases the
importance of accounting for domain knowledge (here, the
general shape of reward curves) and social-scientific insights
(e.g., the dynamic by which communities evolve in response
to allocation policies) to formulate ML’s long-term impact.
Our results draw attention to the necessity of understanding
social dynamics of a domain for designing allocation algorithms that improve equity and fairness in the long-run. From
a technical perspective, we believe our work can serve as
a stepping stone toward designing and analyzing better nopolicy regret algorithms for domain-specific reward curves
beyond those considered here. Our work is directly applicable to a specific class of reward functions which generalizes and subsumes those in prior work (e.g., [Heidari et al.,
2016]). Finally, our novel approach to handling noise allows
utilizing the proposed algorithm in more practical settings
where observed rewards are expected to be noisy.

1.1

Related Work

Much of the existing work on the social implications of ML
focuses on disparities in a model’s predictions [Dwork
et al., 2012; Zafar et al., 2017; Hardt et al., 2016;
Kleinberg et al., 2017]. However, these approaches are
only suited to evaluate one-shot decision scenarios. In
contrast, we formalize disparities that arise when making a
sequence of allocation decisions. Recent work has initiated
the study of longer-term consequences and effects of MLbased decisions on people, communities, and society. For
example, [Liu et al., 2018] and [Kannan et al., 2019] study
how a utility-maximizing decision-maker may interpret and
use ML-based predictions. [Dong et al., 2018], [Hu et al.,
2019], and [Milli et al., 2019] address strategic classification,
a setting in which decision subjects are assumed to respond
strategically and untruthfully to the choice of the classifica-

2
We emphasize that in many domains, considerations such as
need and rights should take precedence to fitness as defined in our
stylized example. In certain domains, however, fitness can be one
of the key criteria in determining whether an allocation is morally
acceptable. For the sake of simplicity and concreteness, we solely
focus on this particular factor. It is worth noting that our model and
findings are equally applicable to settings in which needs or entitlements change in response to the sequence of allocation decisions.
3
Additional real-world examples that fit into our model include:
allocating policing resources to neighborhoods to maximize safety;
allocating funds to research institutions to maximize scientific discoveries and innovations; allocating loans to students to maximize
the rate of graduation/ loan pay-back.
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creasing and concave, and another with decreasing rewards in
the number of pulls of an arm. While [Heidari et al., 2016]
provides different algorithms for these two cases, we present
a single algorithm that can adapt to both settings and beyond, while matching the respective asymptotic policy regret
bounds in [Heidari et al., 2016] (cf. Appendix B4 ). Additionally, in contrast to [Heidari et al., 2016] who primarily study
noise-free observations, we provide an effective heuristic for
handling noise.
For an extended discussion of prior work, see Appendix A.

tion model, and the goal is to design classifiers that are robust
to strategic manipulation. [Hu and Chen, 2018] study the impact of enforcing statistical parity on hiring decisions made
in a temporary labor market that precedes a permanent labor
market. [Mouzannar et al., 2019] and [Heidari et al., 2019]
model the dynamics of how members of a population react
to a selection rule by changing their qualifications (defined in
terms of true labels or feature vectors). However, none of the
prior articles investigate the community-level implications of
ML-based decision-making policies over multiple time-steps.
Another conceptually-relevant line of work studies fairness
in online learning [Joseph et al., 2016; Joseph et al., 2017;
Jabbari et al., 2017]. [Joseph et al., 2016], for example, study
fairness in the MAB setting, where arms correspond to socially salient groups (e.g., racial groups), and pulling an arm
is equivalent to choosing that group (e.g., to allocate a loan
to). They consider an algorithm fair if it never prefers a worse
arm to a better one, that is, the arm chosen by the algorithm
never has a lower expected reward than the other arms. Similar to [Joseph et al., 2016], in our running example, each arm
corresponds to a community. However, instead of imposing
short-term notions of fairness, we focus on longer-term implications and disparities arising from present decisions.
Our model is based on the MAB framework, which has
been established as a powerful tool for modeling sequential
decision-making, and has been used successfully for many
decades and across a wide range of real-world domains [Gittins et al., 2011; Bubeck et al., 2012]. From a technical
perspective we study a nonstationary bandit problem. In
nonstationary bandits (with limits to the change of the reward distributions), modified versions of common bandit algorithms have strong theoretical guarantees and good empirical performance. For example, if the reward distributions
only change a small number of times, variants of the upper confidence bound algorithm (UCB) such as discounted or
sliding-window UCB perform well [Garivier and Moulines,
2011]. Similarly, if there is a fixed budget on how much the
rewards can change, R-EXP3, a variant of the popular EXP3
algorithm for adversarial bandits [Auer et al., 2002], guarantees low regret [Besbes et al., 2019]. In this work, we do not
restrict how much the rewards can change, but instead restrict
the functional shape of the reward functions to be first increasing and concave before switching to decreasing. This is
somewhat similar to rotting bandits [Levine et al., 2017] and
recharging bandits [Kleinberg and Immorlica, 2018], but distinct from them in crucial ways. In contrast to rotting bandits,
where the rewards decrease when pulling an arm more often, our reward functions first increase and only later decrease
with the number of pulls. In contrast to recharging bandits,
where rewards are increasing and concave in the amount of
time an arm has not been pulled, we consider a bandit setting with rewards depending on the number of times an arm
has been pulled. We consider reward functions that exhibit
a “unimodal” shape. However, our setting is very different
from unimodal bandits, which are stationary bandit models
with a unimodal structure across arms [Yu and Mannor, 2011;
Combes and Proutiere, 2014].
The setting by [Heidari et al., 2016] is closest to ours. They
consider two separate models, one with rewards that are in-

2

The Single-Peaked Bandit Setting

We consider a multi-armed bandit (MAB) with arms
{ 1, . . . , N }, corresponding, e.g., to the different communities in our introductory example. At each time step t =
1, 2, . . . T , the decision-maker pulls one arm and observes its
immediate reward, e.g., the short-term outcome of an investment in a community. The decision-maker aims to achieve
the highest cumulative reward within the fixed time horizon
T , e.g., he/she wants to get the best total return-on-investment
over T years. Each arm i has an underlying reward function
fi : { 1, . . . , T } → [0, 1]. When the decision-maker pulls
arm i for the m-th time (1 ≤ m ≤ T ), he/she observes reward fi (m). Later, in Section 4, we study noisy reward observations of the form fi (m) + i , but for now, let’s assume
observed rewards are noise-free. We denote
Pmthe cumulative
reward of arm i after m pulls by Fi (m) = t=1 fi (t).
A deterministic policy π is a sequence of mappings
(π1 , . . . , πT ) from observed action-reward histories to arms,
where πt maps histories of length (t − 1) to the next arm to
be pulled:
t−1

πt : { 1, 2, . . . , N }

× [0, 1]t−1 → { 1, 2, . . . , N } .

The cumulative reward of a policy only depends on how
often it pulls each arm, so it is determined by a tuple
(nT1 (π), . . . , nTN (π)) where nTi (π) denotes how often π pulls
PN
arm i within the time horizon T . Note that i=1 nTi (π) = T .
We can write the cumulative reward of a policy as:
T

rT (π) =

N nX
i (π)
X
i=1 t=1

fi (t) =

N
X

Fi (nTi (π)).

i=1

Let Π denote the space of all possible deterministic policies,
and OPT ∈ argmaxπ∈Π rT (π) be an optimal policy, that is, a
policy achieving the highest possible cumulative reward. The
decision-maker does not know the reward functions (fi ’s) in
advance, so he/she cannot find an optimal policy ahead of
time. Instead, he/she can aim to design a (possibly stochastic)
policy that minimizes the policy regret: rT (OPT) − ErT (π).
Given a fixed set of reward functions, we say an algorithm A
that follows policy π A,T over time horizon T has sub-linear
policy regret, if

rT (OPT) − ErT π A,T
lim
= 0.
T →∞
T
4
All appendicies can be found in the extended paper at:
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.01325.
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Algorithm 1 The Single-Peaked Optimism (SPO) algorithm.

It is in general impossible to achieve sub-linear policy regret
in an adversarial bandit setting [Arora et al., 2012], and
we have to make additional assumptions about the shape
of the reward functions fi . In this work, we assume that
the underlying reward functions are initially increasing and
concave, then decreasing.

function S INGLE -P EAKED O PTIMISM
Ninit ← max(log(T ), 2)
. initial phase
for arm i in 1, . . . , N do
pull it Ninit times
observe the rewards fi (1), . . . , fi (Ninit )
ni ← Ninit
end for
t ← Ninit · N
. main phase
while t ≤ T do
pT1 , . . . pTN ← U PDATE O PTIMISTIC R EWARD
let i∗ ∈ argmaxi pTi (break ties arbitrarily)
pull arm i∗ and observe fi∗ (ni∗ + 1)
n i∗ ← n i∗ + 1
t←t+1
end while
end function

Definition 1 (Single-peaked bandit). We call fi (.) a singlepeaked reward function, if there exists a tipping points m̄i
such that fi (m) increases monotonically in m and is concave
up to m ≤ m̄i , and then decreases monotonically for m >
m̄i . We call a bandit with single-peaked reward functions a
single-peaked bandit.
Note that bandits with monotonically increasing or decreasing reward functions are single-peaked bandits with
m̄i = ∞ and m̄i = 0, respectively.

3

SPO: A New No-Policy-Regret Algorithm

function U PDATE O PTIMISTIC R EWARD
for arm i in 1, . . . , N do
if fi (ni ) ≥ fi (ni − 1) then
PT
pTi ← s=t+1 min{1, (fi (ni )+
(fi (ni ) − fi (ni − 1)) · (s − t))}
else
pTi ← fi (ni ) · (T − t)
end if
end for
return pT1 , . . . pTN
end function

Our algorithm operationalizes the principle of optimism in
the face of uncertainty, which has been successfully applied
with different interpretations to a wide range of MAB problems [Bubeck et al., 2012]. Our interpretation of the principle
is as follows: At each time step, pull the arm with the highest
optimistic future reward. The reward functions of a singlepeaked bandit are first increasing and concave, then become
decreasing. Therefore, we can define the future optimistic
reward in the increasing phase using concavity and in the decreasing phase using monotonicity of the reward function. In
the increasing concave phase, we estimate the optimistic future reward as
pTi (ni , t)

=

T
X

3.1

Regret Analysis

Next, we present our main theoretical result, which establishes the sub-linear policy regret of SPO. All omitted proofs
and technical material can be found in Appendix C.

min {1, (fi (ni ) + ∆i (ni ) · (s − t))} ,

s=t+1

where ∆i (ni ) = fi (ni ) − fi (ni − 1). Defined this way,
pTi (ni , t) is a linear optimistic approximation of future rewards from arm i after it has been pulled ni times within the
first t pulls. Similarly, for the decreasing phase, we can define

Theorem 1. [informal statement] For any (noise-free)
single-peaked bandit, SPO achieves sub-linear policy regret.
The proof consists of several steps: we first observe that
all single-peaked reward functions have finite asymptotes
(Lemma 3, Appendix C), which follows from the monotone convergence theorem. Then, we show that for sufficiently large time horizons, always pulling the single arm
with the highest asymptote would lead to sub-linear policy
regret (Lemma 4, Appendix C). Finally, the key step of the
proof is to show that SPO pulls all arms with suboptimal
asymptotes less than linear in T . Together these steps imply
the sub-linear policy regret of SPO.

pTi (ni , t) = fi (ni ) · (T − t).
In the increasing phase, we use the fact that the reward will
increase at most linearly, and in the decreasing phase we use
that it will at best remain constant.
The Single-Peaked Optimism algorithm (SPO, Algorithm 1)
performs two main steps at every round t:
1. Pull the arm that maximizes pTi (ni , t) where ni is the
number of times the algorithm has pulled arm i so far.

4

2. Update the optimistic future rewards pTi (ni , t).

An LP-based Heuristics to Handle Noise

So far we have assumed the decision-maker can observe rewards free of noise. In this section, we describe how to find
an upper bound on the future reward from noisy observations.
This allows us to extend SPO to noisy observation.
Assume that when pulling arm i for the n-th time, we observe fˆi (n) = fi (n) + εi (n) where εi is a random noise
term. We start by assuming that the magnitude of the noise
is bounded |εi (n)| ≤ ε̄i , and ε̄i is known for each arm. We

For technical reasons, we add an initial phase in which we
pull each arm log(T ) times, which only adds sub-linear policy regret, but simplifies the analysis (see Appendix C).
Our analysis formalizes the observation that while SPO
may initially overestimate the future reward of an arm that
grows at a high rate, it will stop pulling that arm as soon as it
ceases to live up to the optimistic expectations.
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a possible reward function and an optimal solution provides a
tight upper bound on future rewards.

1

Theorem 2. Let fi : N+ → [0, 1] be a concave, increasing
function with confidence bounds L1i , Ui1 , . . . , Lni , Uin ∈ [0, 1]
such that fi (j) ∈ [Lji , Uij ] for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let V ∗ =
Pn+T −t
Pn+T −t
j=n+1 vj be the solution to (?). Then,
j=n+1 fi (j) ≤
V ∗ . Furthermore, there exists a concave, increasing function,
Pn+T −t
fi∗ : N+ → [0, 1], such that j=n+1 fi∗ (j) = V ∗ .

Reward

Reward

1

Solution to (?)

Upper bound
True reward function
Observations

True reward function
Observations

0

T

Number of Pulls

0

We can extend SPO to noisy observations, by solving the
LP (?) every time we update the future optimistic reward for
a given arm. If the LP does not have a feasible solution, we
can infer that the arm is in its decreasing phase, and use a
corresponding upper bound. Figure 2 illustrates both cases.

T

Number of Pulls

Figure 2: An illustration of 5 noisy reward observations from an
arm, along with the true reward values which lie within the depicted
confidence intervals. The dashed red curves specify our upper bound
on cumulative future rewards obtained by solving (?). The left plot
shows an instance in which (?) has a feasible concave and increasing
solution. Note that the upper-bound estimate can be lower than the
true reward function for past observation, but it is indeed an upper
bound for future observations. The right plot shows an instance in
which (?) is not feasible because the reward curve has entered its
decreasing phase. In this case the last observation provide an upper
bound on the cumulative future reward.

4.3

Corollary 1. Let fi : N+ → [0, 1] be a concave, increasing
function. Suppose that for any δ > 0 and observation fˆi (ni )
we can find a confidence interval [Lni i (δ), Uini (δ)] such that
fi (ni ) ∈ [Lni i (δ), Uini (δ)] with probability at least 1 − δ. Let
V ∗ be the solution to (?). Then for any  > 0, we can choose
Pn+T −t
δ such that j=n+1 fi (j) ≤ V ∗ with probability at least
1 − .

can then define Lji = fˆi (n) − ε̄i and Uij = fˆi (n) + ε̄i to obtain confidence intervals for the true reward fi (n) such that
fi (n) ∈ [Lji , Uij ] with probability 1.
We first extend our algorithm to this case of bounded noise,
and then relax this assumption to confidence intervals that
contain the true value with probability less than 1.

4.1

The proof sketch goes as follows: The probability that
within the remainder of time horizon T , at least one true reward value falls outside of its confidence interval is upper
bounded by 1 − (1 − δ)T . For the given , we can choose
1
δ ≤ 1 − e T log(1−) , so that the probability of any true reward
being outside its confidence interval is bounded by . More
precisely, we can write:


T
1
1 − (1 − δ)T ≤ 1 − 1 − 1 − e T log(1−)

Decreasing Phase

For arms in their decreasing phase, we can directly define the
optimistic future return as pTi (ni , t) = Uij · (T − t) using the
confidence interval [Lji , Uij ].

4.2

= 1 − elog(1−) = 

Increasing Phase

With the above choice for δ, the optimistic future reward is
estimated correctly with probability at least 1 − .

For arms in their increasing phase, we can combine the confidence intervals with our knowledge that the function is concave. Concretely, we find the monotone concave function
with the highest cumulative future reward that can explain
past observations. We can phrase this as solving the following linear program (LP) for each arm i:
maximizev

n+T
X−t

5

Setup. We consider three datasets: (1) a set of synthetic
reward functions, (2) a simulation of a user interacting with
a recommender system, and (3) a dataset constructed from
the FICO credit scoring data. We compare SPO with six
baselines: (1) a greedy algorithm that always pulls the arm
that provided the highest reward at the last pull, (2) a onestep-optimistic variant of SPO that pulls the arm with the
highest upper bound on the reward at the next pull, (3)
EXP3, a standard no-external-regret algorithm for adversarial bandits [Auer et al., 2002], (4) R-EXP3, a modification
of EXP3 for non-stationary bandits [Besbes et al., 2019],

vj

0 ≤ vj ≤ 1,
j = 1, . . . , T
Lji ≤ vj ≤ Uij ,
j = 1, . . . , n
vj ≤ vj+1 ,
j = 1, . . . , T − 1
vj ≤ 2vj−1 − vj−2 , j = 3, . . . , T

Experiments

In this section, we empirically investigate the effectiveness of
our noise-handling approach on several datasets.5

j=n+1

subject to

Unbounded Noise

We can readily extend this approach to unbounded noise with
confidence intervals.

(?)

where n is the number of times arm i has been pulled up
to time t. The optimization variables vj correspond to the
values of the reward function fi after j pulls of arm i. The
constraints encode that the true reward function is bounded,
consistent with past observations, increasing, and concave, in
that order. Hence, a feasible solution to the LP corresponds to

5
Code to reproduce all of our experiments can be found at
https://github.com/david-lindner/single-peaked-bandits.
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Figure 3: Results of our simulation experiments with (a) the FICO credit scoring dataset, and (b) synthetic recommender system data. In both
cases, the left plot shows the reward functions of the bandit, and the right plot shows the per-step regret, i.e., the policy regret divided by T .
The x-axes of the regret plots show the time horizon T , discretized in 100 points, where each point corresponds to a single experiment. The
per-step regret is averaged over 30 random seeds. SPO outperforms all baselines and is the only algorithm that achieves low policy regret for
long time horizons.

(5) discounted UCB (D-UCB), and (6) sliding window UCB
(SW-UCB), two adaptations of UCB to nonstationary bandits [Garivier and Moulines, 2011].
Illustrations on synthetic data. We first perform a series
of experiments on single-peaked bandits with two arms, and
synthetic reward functions with Gaussian noise. To this end
we define a class of single-peaked functions and combine
them into multiple single-peaked bandits with two arms each.
In Figure 1 we highlight one experiment in which algorithms
that minimize external regret fail. The figure shows how SPO
avoids this kind of failure by minimizing policy regret. In Appendix D we provide more detailed results comparing SPO to
the baselines on various synthetic reward functions, including
the monotonic functions proposed by [Heidari et al., 2016],
and evaluate the effect of varying the observation noise. We
find that SPO matches the performance of the baselines in all
cases and significantly outperforms them in some. Further,
we show that SPO can also handle stationary MABs, where
arms have fixed reward distributions.
FICO credit lending data. Motivated by our initial example of a budget planner in Section 1, we simulate a credit
lending scenario based on the FICO credit scoring dataset
from 2003 [Reserve, 2007]. We pre-process the data using code provided by previous work [Hardt et al., 2016;
Liu et al., 2018]. The dataset contains four ethnic groups:
’Asian’, ’Black’, ’Hispanic’ and ’White’. Each group has a
distribution of credit-scores and an estimated mapping from
credit-scores to the probability of repaying a loan. We use
this group-level data to simulate a population of individuals
applying for a loan. Each individual belongs to one ethnic
group and has a credit score sampled from the group’s distribution and a probability of repaying a loan.
We consider a hypothetical decision-making scenario in
which at each round, there is exactly one loan applicants from
each group. In each time step, the decision-maker (i.e., a
bank) can approve only one loan applicant. We are interested in the long-term impact of decision-maker’s choices
on the underlying groups. As discussed in Section 1, we

argue that a fair decision-maker will allocate loans according to the groups’ long-term potential to turn them into welfare/prosperity, which is measured by the per-group reward
functions in this simulation. In other words, policy regret is
our measure of long-term disparity and achieving low policy
regret improves the fairness of resource allocation decisions.
To simulate this situation based on the FICO dataset, we
first sample N applicants from each group. We assume the
decision-maker always approves the loan of the applicant
with the highest credit score within a given group; hence, we
order the applicants decreasing by their credit score. Thereby,
we reduce the problem to the decision-maker deciding between four arms to pull, each corresponding to one group. We
interpret pulling an arm as approving the load on the highest
scoring applicant within the corresponding group. However,
the credit scores do not directly correspond to the reward of
pulling an arm. Rather we want to define a reward function
that quantifies the benefit/loss of giving out a loan to a group.6
We follow [Liu et al., 2018], and measure the impact on a
group as the change in mean credit score for this group. Liu
et al.’s model assumes an increase in credit score of 75 points
for a repaid loan and a decrease of 150 points for a defaulted
loan, while the credit score is always being clipped to the
range [300, 850]. Finally, we rescale the rewards to [0, 1].
The resulting reward functions increase at first because the
first individuals in each group are highly credit-worthy and
them paying back their loan increases the mean credit score
for the group. The reward functions are concave because as
the decision-maker gives more loans to a group he/she starts
to give loans to less creditworthy individuals. Eventually, the
reward functions start to decrease because giving loans to individuals who cannot pay them back decreases the average
credit score of the group. Hence, this setup can be approximately modelled as a single-peaked bandit.
Figure 3a shows results of running SPO in this setup. Overall, SPO strictly outperforms the baselines over long time hori6
We also investigated a variant of this setting considering only
the utility of a loan to the decision-maker, see Appendix D.
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single-peaked bandits. Our findings highlight the importance
of understanding the long-term implications of ML-based
decisions for impacted communities and society at large,
and utilizing domain knowledge, e.g., regarding social- and
population-level dynamics stemming from decisions today,
to design appropriate sequences of allocations that do not
amplify historical disparities.
Limitations. We argued that single-peaked bandits are a
useful model to provide insights about allocation decisions in
a range of practical domains, e.g., allocating loans to communities, allocating funds to research institutions, or allocating
policing resources to districts. However, single-peaked bandits can also be too restrictive in domains where the evolution
of rewards are more nuanced, e.g., if rewards can later increase again after first decreasing. We emphasize that singlepeaked reward functions are one among many reasonable
classes of reward functions that are interesting to study from
an algorithmic perspective. We consider our work as an starting point to look into more complex dynamics in future work.
Future work. We hope that our work draws the research
community’s attention to the study of policy regret for typical reward-evolution curves. Additional directions for future
work include (1) establishing regret bounds for settings with
arbitrary noise distributions, (2) providing instance-specific
(and potentially tighter) regret bounds for Single-Peaked Optimism, and finally (3) more broadly characterizing the limits
of “optimism in the face of uncertainty” principle in achieving low policy regret.

zons. For short time horizons we find that simple greedy approaches or UCB variants can perform favorably.
Synthetic recommender system data. Recent work shows
that strategies minimizing external regret can perform poorly
in the context of recommender systems, due to negative
feedback loops [Jiang et al., 2019; Warlop et al., 2018;
Mladenov et al., 2020; Chaney et al., 2018]. Here, we focus
on one concrete problem that can arise: many recommender
systems exhibit a bias towards recommending particularly engaging or novel content that leads to high instantaneous reward, disregarding the long-term benefit and cost to the user.
We argue that this situation is analogous to our example of a
budget maker, and that a recommender system should aim to
maximize it’s users’ long-term benefit.
Motivated by this observation, we simulate a system that
recommends content, e.g., articles or videos, to a user and receives feedback about how much the user engaged with the
content. For simplicity, we assume the user’s engagement
with a piece of content is driven by two factors only: (i) the
user’s inherent preferences, and (ii) a novelty factor which
makes new content more engaging to the user. We assume
that the user’s inherent preferences stay constant, but the novelty factor decays when showing an item more often. Note
that an algorithm that minimizes external regret would show
content with high novelty and neglect content that is a better match for the user’s inherent preferences. An algorithm
that minimizes policy regret would select the content that best
matches the user’s inherent preferences in the long-run.
We simulate the user’s feedback with a reward function fi
for each item that can be recommended. Each item has an
inherent value v to the user, a novelty factor n, and decay
factors γ and c. The reward is fi (0) = 0 for never showing
an item, and subsequent rewards are defined as
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fi (t) = fi (t − 1) + n · γ t − c · (fi (t) − v).
The second term in the expression models the novelty of an
item which decays when showing it more often. The third
term models the tendency of the reward to move towards
how much the user values the item inherently. The resulting
rewards increase at first due to the novelty of an item and
decrease later as the novelty factor decays. For simplicity we
model all effects that are not captured by this stylized model
as Gaussian noise on the observed rewards.
Figure 3b shows that SPO significantly outperforms
the baselines for long time horizons, at the cost of worse
performance for short time horizons. This results indicates
that if a decision-maker acts on a short time-horizon classical
bandit algorithms perform well. However, if the decisionmaker aims to achieve a good long-term impact, SPO is
preferable. We present results on additional instances of the
recommender system simulation in Appendix D.
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